Predictability is known to affect many properties of speech production. In particular, it has been observed that highly predictable elements (words, syllables) are produced with less phonetic prominence (shorter duration, less peripheral vowels) than less predictable elements. This tendency has been proposed to be a general property of language. This paper examines whether predictability is correlated with fundamental frequency (F0) production, through analysis of experimental corpora of American English. Predictability was variously defined as discourse mention, utterance probability, and semantic focus. The results revealed consistent effects of utterance probability and semantic focus on F0, in the expected direction: less predictable words were produced with a higher F0 than more predictable words. However, no effect of discourse mention was observed. These results provide further empirical support for the generalization that phonetic prominence is inversely related to linguistic predictability. In addition, the divergent results for different predictability measures suggests that the parameterization of predictability within a particular experimental design can have significant impact on the interpretation of results, and that it cannot be assumed that two measures necessarily reflect the same cognitive reality.
Introduction
According to the Smooth Signal Redundancy Hypothesis (SSRH) (Aylett, 2000; Aylett & Turk, 2004 Turk, 2010) , prosodic prominence is inversely correlated with contextual predictability. This hypothesis has been supported by a diverse array of evidence suggesting that phonetic reduction is inversely correlated with predictability: more frequent words are produced with shorter duration (Gahl, 2008) , more contextually probable syllables have a shorter duration (Aylett & Turk, 2004) , and words are less intelligible upon their second mention in a discourse (Fowler & Housum, 1987) . However, most of these studies have been limited to aspects of segmental realization and timing, such as duration or vowel peripherality, and have not examined the prosodically relevant dimension of fundamental frequency (F0). This paper fills a gap in the empirical coverage of predictability effects through an examination of the role of different dimensions of predictability in realization of F0, using duration as a point of comparison.
This investigation is important since it addresses one of the direct predictions of the SSRH. While some discussions of the SSRH (and related theories) have characterized the theory in terms of its predictions about duration and segmental timing, it is worth noting that the SSRH's conception of "prosodic prominence" is not purely temporal. Indeed, both Aylett (2000) and Turk (2010) are quite explicit in their definitions of prosodic prominence as being ultimately derived from acoustic salience. This notion of the relevance of non-temporal cues is not purely abstract: Aylett (2000) and Aylett & Turk (2006) examined the non-temporal cue of vowel peripherality and found that more predictable vowels tend to be less peripheral in the vowel space, relative to less predictable vowels. The SSRH has therefore always had a role for non-temporal cues, such as F0.
The data examined here are drawn from two experimental corpora. These corpora are from experiments involving a naïve participant directing a confederate in a goal-oriented and cooperative communicative task. Predictability can be operationalized within an experimental context in a number of different ways. In the present analysis, three different conceptions of contextual predictability are examined-discourse mention, utterance probability, and semantic focus. These variables are examined with a view toward evaluating the hypothesis that more extreme F0 values, that is, higher peaks, are observed on less predictable words than on more predictable words. Since F0 varies as a consequence of phonological prosodic structure, these structures must be taken into account before an analysis of predictability can be attempted. These sources of F0 variability are discussed in the following section.
F0 variation
Phonological variation in F0 has been fruitfully described under the autosegmental-metrical framework of intonational phonology (Beckman & Pierrehumbert, 1986; Ladd, 2008; Pierrehumbert, 1980) . Under this framework, pitch movements are a reflection of sequences of underlying tones at the postlexical level, just as segmental acoustic variation (such as shifts in F2) are thought to derive from sequences of phonemes. The majority of contemporary work on American English intonation within the autosegmental-metrical framework uses the Tones and Break Indices (ToBI) annotation system (Beckman & Hirschberg, 1994; Silverman et al, 1992) . This system, for American English, involves three classes of tones: pitch accents, which associate with stressed syllables; phrasal tones, which associate with the right edge of smaller prosodic phrases; and boundary tones, which associate with the right edge of larger prosodic phrases. ToBI also marks break indices, which indicate the relative strength of prosodic breaks between words.
It has been claimed that different types of pitch accents are used to mark different discourse functions (Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990; Pierrehumbert & Steele, 1990) , although the relationship is not necessarily one-to-one (Ito, Speer, & Beckman, 2004) . Assuming that different pitch accents are realized with different F0 (Beckman & Pierrehumbert, 1986) , and that different pitch accents relate to information structures, it follows that there is an expected relationship between information structures and F0, a prediction borne out by decades of instrumental research (e.g., Cooper, Eady, & Mueller, 1985; Eady, Cooper, Klouda, Mueller, & Lotts, 1986; Face, 2001; Xu, 1999; Xu & Xu, 2005) . However, the SSRH predicts a much more finely grained relationship between F0 and predictability. More specifically, the SSRH predicts that F0 peaks should be less prominent (i.e., lower) on more predictable elements. Put another way, the purpose of this study is to determine, after controlling for phonological effects of pitch accent, whether peak F0 is negatively correlated with predictability.
One study investigating the role of expectedness in prosodic realization (Watson, Arnold, & Tanenhaus, 2008) found tentative support for this hypothesis-words in the unpredictable context were produced with overall higher F0 than words in the predictable context. However, the predictability manipulation was binary rather than continuous, and the analysis did not control for potential effects of pitch accenting. The current study builds on this work through analysis of speech corpora that allow for continuous and non-binary definitions of predictability and control of pitch accent.
Utterance probability
In one of the earliest studies on predictability effects in speech, Lieberman (1963) demonstrated that words which were less probable given the preceding context were more intelligible in isolation than the same words in a more probable context. The classic example is the word nine in the sentences a stitch in time saves nine and the number that you will hear is nine, where the target word is more predictable in the former but less predictable in the latter. Subsequent research, drawing heavily on advances in statistical natural language processing, has refined the definitions and quantifications of word probability (Bell, Brenier, Gregory, Girand, & Jurafsky, 2003; the first mention. However, more recent research (such as Baker and Bradlow, 2009 ) has uncovered second mention reduction on nouns with dissimilar referents, adjectives, and verbs, suggesting that a purely discourse-semantic-driven account is inadequate. These findings are consistent with models where mentioning a word in discourse primes access at the lexical rather than the semantic level (e.g., Bard et al., 2000; Bell et al., 2009; Lam & Watson, 2014) .
This phenomenon has been attributed to the fact that first mentions tend to be discourse-new and thus referentially unpredictable, while second (and subsequent) mentions tend to be discoursegiven and referentially predictable . Following this line of reasoning, discourse mention is thus a type of predictability (Pluymaekers, Ernestus, & Baayen, 2005) .
A connection is purported to exist between givenness and pitch accenting, such that discoursegiven words tend to be unaccented and discourse-new words and words in focus should be accented (Chafe, 1974; Féry & Samek-Lodovici, 2006; Krahmer & Swerts, 2001; Terken & Hirschberg, 1994) , but Calhoun (2010a) presented evidence for a more explicitly nuanced view where the relationship between accenting and givenness is probabilistic and bound by metrical constraints. Nonetheless, after controlling for pitch accenting, the SSRH predicts that subsequent mentions of words will be produced with a lower F0 than first mentions.
Focus
Many studies of F0 have looked at effects of focus, also termed "contrastive focus", "rheme", or "comment" with often slightly different definitions. 1 Such research has generally been carried out under the umbrella of investigation into the relationship between information structure and prosody. However, I argue that focus, a semantic property, is inherently a type of predictability. According to Schwarzschild (1999) , all non-focused material is assumed to be contextually given. Although the states of 'given' and 'new' are often presented as a binary dichotomy, a more complex schema may better reflect linguistic processing, either a discrete hierarchy as proposed by Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski (1993) , or a continuum of predictability or accessibility (Birner, 1994) . Therefore, all else being equal, material in focus is less predictable than material not in focus, since material not in focus must be given, while material in focus can vary in information structure. (It is important to bear in mind that focus is properly considered a semantic property and not a prosodic property.) This conclusion is further supported by work in natural language processing which successfully uses predictability information to automatically determine givenness (e.g., Rahman & Ng, 2011) . It is clear, then, that predictability is one component of focus. We expect that words in focus will have a higher F0 than words not in focus.
Predictions
To summarize the foregoing discussion, the SSRH predicts that prosodic prominence should be inversely proportional to linguistic predictability. Utterance predictability, discourse mention, and semantic focus are three linguistic properties of which predictability is an aspect. We expect that words with a higher utterance probability, words that are subsequent mentions, and words that are in focus will be realized with a higher F0 than words with a lower utterance probability, words that are first mentions, or words that are not in focus.
However, we must also acknowledge that things may not be so simple. While words are linearly organized in speech, they possess hierarchical structure. This structure means that words can vary in their syntactic function (e.g., a word either is or is not the head of a phrase) and their lexical specification (e.g., a word can be an adjective or a noun), independently of linear position. To assume that hierarchical structure has no influence upon predictability would be naïve.
In addition, the interplay among factors contributing to linguistic predictability is not necessarily straightforward. While it is neat for linguistic theories if effects are orthogonal and additive, real data often exhibit complex interactions, subadditive effects, superadditive effects, and nonlinear structures. Part of this complexity may arise as a consequence of the analysis frames that linguists impose upon the phenomena investigated, but some of it could equally be due to the underlying processes being genuinely complex. In any event, the basic predictions made by the SSRH are quite straightforward, but the details around how these factors play out are quite unspecified.
Experiment 1-Christmas tree decoration

Introduction
The first corpus comes from an experiment, described in Ito and Speer (2006) , which involved a communicative task designed to elicit spontaneous, natural dialog. The corpus is ToBI-annotated, and the structure of the experiment allows for examination of effects of discourse mention and focus.
Corpus
In this experiment, one person (a naïve participant) instructed another (a confederate) to decorate a miniature Christmas tree with ornaments. The participant could see the tree being decorated, but not the confederate or the available ornaments. The ornaments were distinguished by both color and shape (e.g., there was a blue bell, a green angel, a green bell, etc). Table 1 lists all of the colors and shapes used in the experiment.
In each trial, a picture appeared on a computer monitor in front of the participant. The picture illustrated which ornament was to be selected, and where on the tree it was to be placed. A description of the ornament was also provided (e.g., blue drum); see Figure 1 for an example display. The participant conveyed this information to the confederate, who hung the ornament as directed. The participant was given no instructions on how to speak-that is, their productions were spontaneous and entirely free from task-specific constraints. The confederate was trained to never utter the target words (e.g., blue drum), but to instead use anaphora (e.g., this one).
The order of the ornaments presented on screen was manipulated to create contexts whereby one linguistic element is in focus. For instance, in a sequence of trials involving first a blue drum followed by a green drum, the second utterance bears focus on the word green, and this focus is expected to be manifested in the signal (through, for example, a L+H* pitch accent). The order was manipulated to create three possible focus conditions: focus on the adjective, focus on the noun, and focus on the entire noun phrase (NP). 2 As the experiment continued, there was repetition of particular adjectives or of particular nouns, but each unique adjective-noun combination was a target ornament only once. For example, in the course of decorating a tree, the word blue was used three times to refer to distinct blue ornaments; but the phrase blue drum was a target utterance only once. Each adjective or noun was used a maximum of three times in the decoration of a particular tree. There were thus two manipulations for the words in a given trial: the focus condition (NP focus, adjective focus, or noun focus) and the number of previous mentions of the words in the target phrase.
Acoustic measurements
Here, data from nine native speaker participants were analyzed, using the ToBI annotations provided in Ito and Speer's (2006) dataset. Ito and Speer's ToBI annotations were carried out by at least two trained annotators (see also Ito et al., 2004) . Measurements of the stressed vowel's F0 maximum height in Hz were taken for each target word, using a frame duration of 10ms and Boersma's (1993) autocorrelation algorithm. Given the role that predictability plays in temporal variability, vowel duration in milliseconds was also measured, to be used as a point of comparison for the F0 measurements. F0 maxima and vowel boundaries were identified through visual and auditory inspection of the waveform, spectrogram, and automatic F0 trace. Peaks outside of the stressed vowel were marked if such a delayed peak was consistent with the phonological annotation (e.g., a L*+H pitch accent). A word was defined as a target word if it was in a two-word phrase consisting of an adjective and a noun from Table 1 , uttered in reference to the current item. This definition excludes cases where the participants used alternative lexical items, such as "disco ball", or more complex phrases, such as "the clear doll cupid thing". Also excluded by this definition are phrases which referred to previously placed ornaments, such as "underneath the orange drum", since these utterances do not refer to the target item.
Data analysis
The ToBI-annotated pitch accents were collapsed into three categories for ease of analysis: rising (L+H* and L*+H), high (H* and !H*), and unaccented (words with no pitch accent), following other analyses of similar corpora Burdin, Phillips-Bourass, Turnbull, Yasavul, Clopper, & Tonhauser, 2015; Turnbull, Burdin, Clopper, and Tonhauser, 2015) . The modeling procedure involved fixed effects of adjective pitch accent (rising, high (baseline), or unaccented), noun pitch accent (rising, high (baseline), or unaccented), focus condition (adjective, noun, or NP (baseline)), number of adjective mentions (from 1 to 3), number of noun mentions (from 1 to 3), and all possible two-way interactions. 3 Random intercepts of participant, adjective, and noun were included. 4 All continuous variables were centered at zero prior to being entered into the model.
The data were analyzed using stepwise mixed-effect regression modeling to predict the F0 maxima and vowel duration of the target adjective and the target noun. Adjective and noun were modeled separately since, although the overall predictions for each word are the same (more acoustic prominence on less predictable words), adjectives and nouns differ in a number of linguistically relevant ways which could influence the magnitude of observed effects. Principal among these difference is syntax; the phrase-final noun is the head of the syntactic phrase (the NP), while the adjective is an adjunct.
Model selection for the stepwise mixed-effects regression was performed using a best-path backwards algorithm. Beginning with the maximal model structure, each fixed effect was evaluated for exclusion from the model via a likelihood-ratio test. If an effect did not contribute to overall data likelihood given the model (i.e., p χ² ⩾ 0.05), it was removed. If more than one effect met this criterion, the effect with the highest p-value was removed. This process was then repeated iteratively with the new, smaller model, until no more exclusions were possible-that is, until all effects contributed to data likelihood at p χ² < 0.05. The algorithm operated under the constraint that an interaction term could only exist in a model structure if all components of the interaction were also present as main effects. This constraint makes the final model easier to interpret and reduces the chance of overfitting the model. An additional constraint operated on the algorithm. For models where a categorical factor was involved in an interaction term, such as A + B + (A × B) where A is a categorical factor, the log-likelihood tests were carried out on models without the interaction. That is, to assess the significance of factor A in the above model, the model A + B would be compared with A. This method is due to the computational representation of categorical factors making A + (A × B) functionally equivalent to A + B + (A × B). Finally, for categorical factors with more than two levels, log-likelihood testing will reveal only if there is an overall effect of the factor, but not of which levels are significantly different from which other levels. (This result is conceptually equivalent to a 'main effect' in an ANOVA model.) To assess significance between the factor levels, the t-statistic associated with each coefficient was examined, and absolute values greater than 2 were considered significant (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013 ).
Results
A total of 849 target NPs consisting of an adjective followed by a noun were extracted from the corpus. Of those phrases, F0 could not be reliably extracted from 25 adjectives and 62 nouns, due to non-modal voicing quality, noise in the recording, or other concerns. In addition, any measurement more than three standard deviations from the subject mean was excluded. This criterion led to the exclusion of eight adjective F0 measures, seven noun F0 measures, eight adjective vowel duration measures, and seven noun vowel duration measures. Therefore, the final data set analyzed consisted of 816 adjective F0 measurements, 780 noun F0 measurements, 841 adjective vowel duration measurements, and 842 noun vowel duration measurements. Table 2 summarizes the pitch accents observed on the adjectives and nouns, split by focus condition. Note that the pitch accents vary considerably with focus condition-for example, in the noun focus condition, nouns are rarely unaccented (7%), but they are unaccented in a plurality of cases (47%) in the adjective focus condition. This uneven distribution of pitch accents is relevant is relevant insofar as it suggests an intimate and complex relationship between focus, pitch accent, and F0. Table 3 shows, two main effects remained in the model of adjective F0 maximum: the adjective pitch accent type, and the noun pitch accent type. The model revealed that adjectives with a rising pitch accent were realized with a higher peak F0 (M = 175 Hz, SD = 56.1 Hz) than adjectives with a high pitch accent (M = 168 Hz, SD = 56.7 Hz), which were in turn significantly higher than unaccented adjectives (M = 158 Hz, SD = 58.9 Hz). The means and standard deviations reported here are calculated over subject means (i.e., N = 9), to abstract away from differences between participants in their proportions of pitch accents used. All means and standard deviations in this paper are calculated in this way; the standard deviations are best interpreted as a measure of variance between subjects. The effect whereby rising accents have higher peak F0 than high accents, which in turn have higher peak F0 than unaccented words, is consistent with previous research on the F0 of words with different pitch accents (e.g., Calhoun, 2012) .
Adjective F0 maximum. As
The peak F0 on the adjective was also found to vary with the pitch accent type of the noun, that is, the following word in the phrase. When the following noun bore a rising accent, a significantly lower F0 was observed on the adjective (M = 165 Hz, SD = 54.0 Hz), compared to when the following noun was high (M = 171 Hz, SD = 56.0 Hz) or unaccented (M = 175 Hz, SD = 54.9 Hz). This effect is consistent with the notion that prosodic prominence, implemented via F0, is inherently relative: a word is only prominent insofar as it is distinct from other words (Kohler, 2008; Turnbull, Royer, Ito, & Speer, 2014) . In addition, this effect speaks to the notion that phonetic implementation of pitch accents is not mere interpolation between acoustic targets. Rather, coarticulatory forces affect F0 realization as they do other phonetic correlates of phonological structure, such as F2 (Grabe, 1998; Ladd & Schepman, 2003) .
Noun F0 maximum.
In the noun F0 maximum model, three fixed effects were retained, as seen in Table 4 : noun pitch accent type, adjective pitch accent type, and focus condition. As expected, nouns with a rising pitch accent had a higher F0 (M= 161 Hz, SD = 45.8 Hz) than nouns with a high pitch accent (M = 155 Hz, SD = 47.0 Hz), which in turn were higher than unaccented nouns (M = 150 Hz, SD = 51.3 Hz). The fixed effect of adjective pitch accent (i.e., the preceding word) significantly contributed to the data likelihood, although the individual effects were not significant (both t < 2). This effect mirrors the effect of noun pitch accent on adjective F0, and underscores the observation that the F0 of pitch accents is crucially dependent upon the broader context in which they occur. In addition, an effect of focus was observed such that nouns in adjective focus phrases had a significantly higher peak F0 (M = 155 Hz, SD = 50.3 Hz) than nouns in phrases with NP focus (M = 152 Hz, SD = 44.8 Hz). Interestingly, nouns in noun focus phrases had even higher F0 peaks (M = 157 Hz, SD = 47.2 Hz), but this effect was not significantly higher than the NP focus condition. This result is unexpected-prior research (e.g., Krahmer & Swerts, 2001 ) suggests that the noun should have approximately equally high peaks in both the NP focus condition and the adjective focus condition, but higher peaks in the noun focus condition.
Adjective vowel duration.
Two fixed effects were retained in the adjective vowel duration model: adjective pitch accent type and number of adjective mentions. Table 5 provides the model summaries. The individual effects of pitch accent type were not significant, but the fixed effect contributed significantly to the model. The vowels of accented adjectives (M = 150 ms, SD = 15.8 ms) tended to be longer than the vowels of unaccented adjectives (M = 127 ms, SD = 32.5 ms). This finding is consistent with previous work suggesting that unaccented syllables tend to be shorter than accented syllables (Cambier-Langeveld & Turk, 1999; Turk & Sawusch, 1997) . As expected, second mention reduction was observed: the vowels of adjectives tended to be shorter on their second (M = 148 ms, SD = 17.2 ms) and third mentions (M = 146 ms, SD = 14.3 ms) relative to the first (M = 153 ms, SD = 17.4 ms). Figure 2 shows means and standard errors of the vowel duration at different numbers of mentions.
Noun vowel duration.
Comparable results were obtained for the noun vowel duration model, which retained three fixed effects: noun pitch accent type, adjective pitch accent type, and number of adjective mentions. Table 6 provides the model summaries. As expected, unaccented nouns had significantly shorter vowels (M = 165 ms, SD = 46.7 ms) than vowels in nouns with high pitch accents (M = 181 ms, SD = 34.4 ms). Vowels in nouns with rising pitch accents were longer (M = 196 ms, SD = 50.0 ms) than vowels in nouns with high pitch accents, but not significantly so. The pitch accent of the adjective (the preceding word) contributed to data likelihood, but neither of the individual effects reached significance.
As expected, mention effects were observed, but the significant effect was that of adjective mentions. Noun vowels were shorter when the adjective had been mentioned more times. This effect suggests that the adjective mentions effect served to reduce the production of both the adjective and the noun. This 'spreading' of acoustic reduction is conceptually similar to Arnold, Kahn, and Pancani's (2012) finding of acoustic reduction on the determiner of a contextually predictable noun phrase. In that experiment, naïve participants instructed a confederate to move particular objects; the determiner of the referring noun phrase was observed to be produced with a shorter duration when it was clear that the confederate was anticipating the referent of the noun. That is, in the phrase the teapot, the determiner was reduced when the confederate was already holding the teapot in anticipation of the instruction. In the present data, we see a similar effect of the predictability of one element (the adjective) influencing the production of another (the noun).
(Note, however that the Arnold et al. (2012) effect is of the predictability of a word affecting the production of the preceding word, while the present effect is that of the predictability of a word affecting the production of the following word.) No effect of noun mention on noun vowel duration was observed. Although the raw data suggest a trend (first mention mean vowel duration: 187 ms; subsequent mention mean vowel duration: 175 ms), the inclusion of the effect in the model did not significantly contribute to data likelihood.
Discussion
The results revealed expected effects of pitch accenting. Words with high and rising pitch accents were realized with higher F0 and longer duration than words without pitch accents, and rising pitch accents (like L+H* and L*+H) were realized with higher F0 than high pitch accents, consistent with previous research (e.g., Calhoun, 2012) . However, the pitch accent of the adjective and the noun was needed in both of the F0 models to effectively predict F0. This result suggests that pitch accents are not invariant acoustic targets, but are subject to phonetic coarticulation effects in the same manner as segments (e.g., Öhman, 1966) , and underscores the importance of considering F0 in context. Effects of focus condition on F0 were not observed for the adjectives, and inconsistently observed for the noun. It would appear that the pitch accents accounted for the majority of the F0 variance related to focus; the pitch accenting factors were always present in the optimal F0 models. While the use of pitch accents in focus marking was not a question of the current analysis, the trends of use accord with expectations based on previous studies of accenting (Bolinger, 1972; Ito et al., 2004; Ito & Speer, 2006; Turnbull et al., 2014) : in the NP focus condition, 199 (69.3%) of the phrases were realized with a high-high sequence; in the adjective focus condition, 113 (39.5%) of the phrases were realized with a rising-unaccented sequence, and 87 (30.4%) with a high-high sequence; and in the noun focus condition, 152 (55.5%) phrases were realized with a high-high sequence, and 52 (19.0%) with a high-rising sequence. From the point of view of contemporary theories of information structure, one aspect of these results is striking: non-focused material is not expected to bear a pitch accent, but here, many non-focused nouns (and some adjectives) are accented. Despite being at odds with the theoretical literature, however, these results are actually concordant with the rates of deaccenting in American English observed in experimental studies Calhoun, 2004 Calhoun, , 2010b Ito & Speer, 2006; Turnbull et al., 2015 ; see also Kügler, 2008 and Piontek, 2015 on German) . Similarly, focus was not observed to have an effect on vowel duration, a conclusion which appears to be at odds with evidence suggesting that focused elements are longer than unfocused elements (e.g., . However, as with the F0 patterns, a plausible interpretation of this lack of a significant effect is that the variability in duration is largely due to variation in pitch accent, since accented words tend to be longer than unaccented words (e.g., ; see also Tables 5 and 6) .
A curious pattern that emerged from the results is the asymmetry of effects on the noun and the adjective. The realization of the noun appears to depend in large part on factors relating to the adjective, such as number of mentions, pitch accent, and focus condition, while the realization of the adjective does not depend on those same factors for the noun. Conceptually similar positional asymmetries have been reported in the literature. For example, it is well established that the duration of content words is related to the conditional probability of the word given the immediately following word (Bell et al., 2003 (Bell et al., , 2009 Seyfarth, 2014; Tily et al., 2009; Tily & Kuperman, 2012) . Likewise, some theories of language production have proposed that word lengthening signals difficult or unpredictable upcoming material (e.g., Fox Tree & Clark, 1997). However, these results all implicate upcoming material in having an influence on word production, rather than previous material (in this case, the adjective) having an influence on word (the noun) production. Alternatively, Xu (1994) demonstrated that the F0 realization of Mandarin tones is influenced to a large degree by the immediately preceding tone, and that the following tone had comparatively little influence. Linear sequence, then, is an important variable for future investigation. Another possible factor that may help lead to an explanation is that the noun is in a privileged position, both in terms of syntax-it is the head of the phraseand in terms of phrasing-it is phrase-final. These factors could plausibly have led to the observed asymmetry between nouns and adjectives. For example, it is known that mention effects are sensitive to high-level discourse structure (Fowler, Levy, & Brown, 1997) , and they could also be sensitive to syntactic structure (e.g., Heller & Goldrick, 2014) . Teasing apart the effects of syntactic prominence from positional prominence requires cross-linguistic investigation of languages with different NP structures-see for example on English, Guaraní, K'iche', and Moroccan Arabic, or Swerts, Krahmer, and Avesani (2002) on Dutch and Italian.
As expected, second mention temporal reduction was observed on the adjectives. Second and subsequent mentions of adjectives were shorter in duration than first mentions. Mention was not observed to influence F0, implying that predictability, framed in terms of discourse mention, does not affect F0 production (see also Cole, Mo, & Hasegawa-Johnson, 2010) . Mention is a relatively coarse measure, often couched in binary terms (Galati & Brennan, 2010) , and it may not provide sufficient granularity to allow the observation of effects of predictability on F0. Utterance probability may provide the necessary granularity, and is therefore the focus of the next experimental corpus analysis.
Experiment 2-Tile-placing task
Introduction
The second dataset is drawn from an experiment described in and Turnbull et al. (2015) . Like Ito and Speer's (2006) Christmas tree decoration experiment, this experiment involved a communicative task between a naïve participant and a confederate, but with more constraints on possible utterances. The experiment involved a manipulation of focus, and two manipulations of utterance predictability: probability of utterance content, and probability of utterance information structure. This experiment is therefore well suited to our investigation of the effects of predictability on F0 realization.
Corpus
Like the experiment of the first corpus, this experiment involved a naïve participant instructing a confederate; critical target phrases were adjective-noun sequences describing colored objects. In this experiment, the instructions were to place paper tiles depicting objects into numbered boxes on a game board. The tiles were distinguished both by color and by shape; the adjectives and nouns used to refer to those colors and shapes are listed in Table 7 .
The participant was given a board with the end-state depicted, that is, all of the object tiles in all of the appropriate boxes; an example is shown in Figure 3 . The confederate sat across a table with a blank board with no object tiles in any boxes. Object tiles were then placed on the table between the participant and the confederate. Both interlocutors could see each other and the available tiles, but the participant could not see the confederate's game board (and vice-versa). The participant was instructed to phrase all directions in the form of "put the adjective noun in box number". All participants began instruction with box one, and proceeded in order through the other boxes, although there was no implicit or explicit instruction to do so. The event of filling a board is referred to here as a trial; each trial therefore consisted of four or six utterances, depending on the size of the board.
The experiment consisted of four blocks. The first three blocks involved trials with four boxes and five available tiles. Each block consistently had the same constituent in focus-that is, one block was purely adjective focus trials, one block was purely noun focus trials, and another block was purely NP focus trials. In adjective focus trials, all of the available tiles had the same shape, and differed only in color. In noun focus trials, all of the available tiles had the same color, and differed only in shape. In NP focus trials, all of the available tiles were unique in both color and shape. See for more detail on this manipulation and theoretical reasoning on why focus necessarily follows from this manipulation. These three blocks were dubbed 'predictable' trials, since which constituent was focused was predictable from the global context. The fourth block was termed the 'unpredictable' block, since in this block the global context did not fully determine which constituent was focused. This block consisted of trials with six boxes and eight available tiles. In this block, some of the available tiles differed in both shape and color, while others differed only in one of those dimensions. Therefore, the visual context was insufficient to establish which constituent (adjective, noun, or NP) would be in focus in an upcoming utterance. However, in each of these trials, the preceding linguistic context (i.e., the immediately preceding utterance) established the constituent in focus for the current utterance. For example, in a sequence of green owl followed by brown owl, the second utterance bears focus on the adjective brown, which is expected to be manifested phonetically. See Turnbull et al. (2015) for more details on the predictability manipulation.
Therefore, in addition to a manipulation of focus based on immediate linguistic context, like the first experiment, this experiment also involved a manipulation of how predictable the type of focus itself was. In other words, the probability of the information structure of the utterance was manipulated. This manipulation can be thought of as a second-order manipulation: rather than the predictability of the linguistic units themselves, it is the predictability of the types of structures the linguistic units will appear in, similar to the studies reported in Bresnan, Cueni, Nikitina, and Baayen (2007) . This predictable/unpredictable manipulation of information structural probability will be referred to as 'context condition', since it relates to the overall non-linguistic context of the trial.
The final experimental manipulation that can be explored in this corpus is probability of content, another kind of utterance probability. As each trial progressed, the number of available tiles-that is, tiles visually accessible to both participants-decreased, since they were being placed on the game board by the confederate. As such, the set of possible instructions decreased with every additional box filled. The probability of any particular tile being chosen therefore increased with each subsequent instruction. Since all tiles were unique, the probability P of any tile being selected was 1/N, where N is the total number of available objects. It is clear that as N decreases, P increases. In this experiment, then, 'box number' was an operationalization of the probability of utterance content. The probability of an utterance at box 4 was significantly higher than the probability of the same utterance at box 1. Since the predictable/unpredictable context manipulation also involved trials of different sizes (i.e., four boxes versus six boxes), for modeling purposes the box number was normalized to a real number between 0 and 1, where 0 is the first box and 1 is the last box. This normalization allows for valid comparison of utterance probability effects between the context conditions. An alternative analytic method could model raw probability of an individual tile, rather than box number. Box number was chosen because it was thought to reflect more closely the predictability of the tile, rather than its probability, bearing in mind the distinction between the two that was defined in the introduction. Keeping track of how many boxes remain to be filled, rather than of the reciprocal of the remaining tiles, seems to be a more intuitive measure of progress in the task. Raw probability also obscures intuitively different contexts: for example, every tile for the fourth box in a trial of six boxes (the unpredictable condition) has a probability of 0.2, which is the same probability as every tile for the first box in a trial of four boxes (the predictable condition). Using (normalized) box number abstracts away from these issues. 5 and Turnbull et al. (2015) described the ToBI-annotation of their data by multiple trained annotators, which was found to be reliable. Their dataset provides ToBI-annotated data from 10 native speaker participants, which is analyzed here. The F0 of high and low pitch targets associated with the ToBI annotations of each word was measured in Hz, again with a frame duration of 10 ms and Boersma's (1993) autocorrelation algorithm. This measurement system means that unaccented words do not have any F0 measurements; words with H* only have F0 maxima measured; and rising accents such as L+H* have F0 minima and maxima measured. Again, duration was used as a point of comparison to contextualize the F0 results: the duration of each target word was measured in milliseconds.
Acoustic measurements
As noted, minima were measured only for words where they were phonologically specified (that is, words with a L+H* accent). The relationship between F0 minima and prosodic prominence is poorly understood, partly due to a lack of clarity in the literature on what exactly "prominence" entails (see also , and as such the predicted behavior of F0 minima is unclear. Under a simple hypothesis where prominence is a monotonic function of F0, increasing prominence would simply be a matter of higher F0 minima. On the other hand, a more sophisticated hypothesis that holds that prominence is related to more peripheral values within a talker's pitch space would predict lower F0 minima to be more prominent. It is likewise possible that the distinction between phonologically specified minima and incidental phonetic minima is relevant to both the perception and production of prominence (see also Kochanski, Grabe, Coleman, & Rosner (2005) on the purported relationship between prominence and F0, and Goldrick, Vaughn, & Murphy (2013) on the question of what it means for a phonetic dimension to be "enhanced" or "reduced").
Data analysis
The data were analyzed using stepwise mixed-effect regression modeling. The same backwards best-path model selection algorithm as in the analysis of the first corpus was employed. As in the previous experiment, the pitch accents were collapsed into three categories of rising, high, and unaccented.
Six linear models were constructed, to predict adjective F0 maximum, noun F0 maximum, adjective F0 minimum, noun F0 minimum, adjective duration, and noun duration. The fixed effects were adjective pitch accent (reference level: high), noun pitch accent (reference level: high), box number (normalized to scale from 0 to 1), context (predictable vs. unpredictable), focus (noun vs. adjective vs. NP; reference level: NP), and interactions between focus and box number, and focus and context. Random intercepts of participant, adjective, and noun identity were added. All continuous variables were centered at zero prior to being entered into the model; duration was log transformed. The two models of duration also featured the presence or absence of a prosodic break (ToBI break size of 3 or greater) after the target word as an additional fixed effect, to control for effects of phrase-final lengthening.
Results
A total of 707 target words were extracted from the corpus. As mentioned above, only the words with pitch accents had F0 peaks extracted, and only the words with rising pitch accents had F0 minima extracted. Any measurement greater than three standard deviations from the subject mean was removed. This process resulted in a removal of eight adjective F0 peak measures, three adjective F0 minimum measures, two adjective duration measures, seven noun F0 peak measures, three noun F0 minimum measures, and one noun duration measure. In sum, a total of 609 adjective F0 peak measures, 197 adjective F0 minimum measures, 705 adjective duration measures, 623 noun F0 peak measures, 317 noun F0 minimum measures, and 706 noun duration measures were analyzed.
Adjective F0 maximum.
In the adjective F0 maximum model, four simple effects and one interaction were retained in the model. The output of this model is shown in Table 8 . A significant effect of adjective pitch accent was observed, such that adjectives with a rising pitch accent had a higher peak F0 (M = 186 Hz, SD = 70.3 Hz) than adjectives with a high pitch accent (M = 168 Hz, SD = 56.0 Hz), consistent with previous research on the phonetics of these tunes in English (e.g., Bartels and Kingston, 1994; Calhoun, 2012 ). An effect of focus condition was observed: in the noun focus condition, the adjective F0 peak was significantly lower (M = 174 Hz, SD = 63.3 Hz) than in the NP focus condition (M = 177 Hz, SD = 64.7 Hz), suggesting that, regardless of pitch accent, the prominence of the adjective was suppressed in the noun focus condition, presumably to enhance the prominence of the noun. Although the adjective F0 peak in the adjective focus condition (M = 183 Hz, SD = 70.0 Hz) was even higher than the NP focus condition, this difference did not reach significance. However, this difference was significant when the interaction between focus and context was considered, suggesting that focus has different effects in predictable versus unpredictable contexts. Figure 4 shows means and standard errors of adjective peak F0 split by the different context and focus conditions. It can be seen that the effects of focus are largely confined to the unpredictable condition, with the effect sizes in the predictable condition remaining minimal. This result is consistent with our hypothesis: greater prosodic cues are used to enhance a contrast in an unpredictable context than in a predictable context. Finally, a simple effect of box number was also observed, such that peak F0 fell as the box number increased. This effect is visualized in Figure 5 , which shows mean adjective F0 peaks as a function of box number. Again this result is consistent with the hypothesis that utterances with a lower probability (i.e., the lower box numbers earlier in the trial) are realized with more extreme prosodic cues.
Noun F0 maximum.
In the noun F0 maximum model, retained fixed effects included adjective pitch accent type, noun pitch accent type, focus condition, box number, and context (predictable vs. unpredictable). The model output is shown in Table 9 . The peak F0 of the noun was influenced by the type of pitch accent on the preceding adjective; these differences were not significant, but trending in the expected directions. As expected, the pitch accent of the noun itself affected the peak F0, such that nouns with a rising accent had a higher peak (M = 178 Hz, SD = 66.4 Hz) than nouns with a high accent (M = 163 Hz, SD = 56.0 Hz). Likewise, focus condition had its expected effect on noun F0: nouns in the noun focus condition had higher F0 peaks (M = 178 Hz, SD = 66.0 Hz) than nouns in the NP focus condition (M = 169 Hz, SD = 58.7 Hz), which were in turn higher than noun peaks in the adjective focus condition (M = 166 Hz, SD = 58.5 Hz). These results are again consistent with the prominence-enhancing and prominence-suppressing roles of focus.
Overall, noun F0 peaks were lower in trials in the unpredictable context (M = 168 Hz, SD = 56.8 Hz) as compared with the predictable context (M = 173 Hz, SD = 63.6 Hz), but this difference did not reach significance. This trend is in the opposite direction to that predicted by the SSRH: higher F0 values are expected in the unpredictable context. Again, like in the adjective peak F0 model, a significant effect of box number was observed: the higher the box number, the lower the peak noun F0. See Figure 6 for a visual depiction of this effect. This effect cannot be attributed to declination, as each trial consisted of four (or six) separate utterances, with actions in between (moving the object to the appropriate location). Since each utterance was part of a separate intonational phrase, we expect pitch reset to have occurred between utterances. 6 Furthermore, this effect can also not be attributed to a general declination throughout the experiment, or participant fatigue. Although the corpus data did not include information on trial order, the experiment always had the unpredictable trials follow the predictable trials. Any declination or fatigue effect should manifest as a decrease in F0 between the predictable and unpredictable trials. Comparing mean peak F0 between the two conditions did not reveal any significant differences, either by subject, t(9) = −0.935, p > 0.05, or by item, t(9) = −1.868, p > 0.05. The only remaining plausible interpretation for this effect is then utterance predictability.
Adjective F0 minimum.
Only two fixed effects were retained in the adjective F0 minimum model: box number and focus condition. The model output is summarized in Table 10 . Adjective minima were lower in the adjective focus condition than in the NP focus condition, consistent with the hypothesis of more extreme prosodic cues (higher highs and lower lows) on material in focus compared with material not in focus.
As shown in Figure 7 , an effect of box number was again observed such that lower F0 values were associated with higher box numbers (greater probability). This effect is consistent with the box number effects also observed for adjective and noun F0 peak.
Noun F0 minimum.
No fixed effects were retained in the noun F0 minimum model. This result suggests that the noun F0 minimum was unaffected by any of the experimental manipulations. 
Adjective duration.
The model output for the adjective duration model is shown in Table 11 . As can be seen, fixed effects of adjective pitch accent, noun pitch accent, and the presence of a prosodic break after the adjective were all retained in the model. As expected, adjectives were shorter when they were unaccented (M = 305 ms, SD = 71.6 ms) than when they had a high pitch accent (M = 331 ms, SD = 51.7 ms), and longer when they had a rising pitch accent (M = 341 ms, SD = 70.5 ms). In addition, adjectives were shorter when they were followed by an unaccented noun (M = 304 ms, SD = 56.2 ms) compared with when they were followed by a noun with a high pitch accent (M = 352 ms, SD = 71.4 ms). Consistent with phrase-final lengthening, adjectives were substantially longer when they were followed by a phrase boundary (M = 458 ms, SD = 97.4 ms) than when they were not (M = 334 ms, SD = 55.7 ms). Notably, no effects of focus or box number were observed.
Noun duration.
In contrast with the adjective duration results, the noun duration results were considerably more complex, revealing a multiplicity of factors affecting noun duration, summarized in Table 12 . Fixed effects of adjective pitch accent, noun pitch accent, box number, focus condition, context condition, prosodic break after the noun, and interactions between focus and box number, and focus and context condition were all retained in the model. The inclusion of adjective pitch accent significantly improved data likelihood, but none of the individual effects were significant. The noun pitch accent effects were in the expected direction: nouns with rising pitch accents (M = 416 ms, SD = 94.8 ms) were longer than nouns with high pitch accents (M = 381 ms, SD = 93.5 ms), which were in turn marginally longer than unaccented nouns (M = 336 ms, SD = 57.0 ms). Again consistent with phrase-final lengthening, nouns were significantly longer when followed by a boundary (M = 425 ms, SD = 82.0 ms) than when not (M = 367 ms, SD = 130.3 ms). Figure 8 illustrates the interaction between context condition and focus condition on noun duration. As expected, nouns in the adjective focus condition are much shorter than nouns in the NP focus condition, and nouns in the noun focus condition are much longer than nouns in the NP focus condition. The curious interaction is that the former effect (noun shortening under adjective focus) only occurs in the predictable context, while the latter effect (noun lengthening under noun focus) only occurs in the unpredictable context. To the extent that the unpredictable context represents lower overall predictability, this result is consistent with the hypothesis that unpredictable utterances have longer and more prominent words. In other words, nouns in the noun focus condition are consistently longer than nouns in the adjective focus condition, and nouns are longer in the unpredictable condition than in the predictable condition.
Both focus and box number were retained in the model, although their effects can only be understood in terms of their interaction. Figure 9 depicts this interaction. As can be seen, noun duration fell as a function of box number in both the NP focus and adjective focus conditions, consistent with the hypothesis that greater probability leads to reduced acoustic prominence. There was no effect of box number in the noun focus condition, suggesting that focus marking interferes with probability in this context.
Discussion
As observed in the Christmas tree decoration task, the results from the tile-placing task revealed expected effects of pitch accenting. Words with pitch accents were realized with higher F0 and longer duration than words without pitch accents. Again in parallel with the other experiment, the pitch accents of both the adjective and the noun were necessary to model the F0 of either word, further underscoring the holistic nature of F0 production and the fact that pitch accents cannot be conceived of as invariant acoustic targets.
A consistent and clear effect of box number, one of our operationalizations of utterance probability, was observed for all of the F0 measures, with the exception of the noun F0 minimum. Overall, as box number increased (i.e., as the utterance probability increased), the F0 maximum and minimum of the adjective and the F0 maximum of the noun were all observed to decrease (Figures 5, 6, and 7) . These effects are all consistent with the hypothesis that predictability affects F0 production such that greater, more effortful production is associated with lower-predictability linguistic material. Similarly, the noun vowel duration also fell as box number increased (Figure 9 ), a finding consistent with classic studies on the relationship between duration and predictability (e.g., Aylett & Turk, 2004) . However, this effect was not observed in the noun focus condition, either suggesting that probability and focus interact such that focus can 'override' utterance predictability effects, or that some phrase-final lengthening process applicable to the focused nouns interfered with the predictability effects.
Context condition-predictable or unpredictable-served as the other operationalization of utterance probability in this study. This manipulation was a 'higher-order' type of predictability, relating to whether the structure of the upcoming utterance-specifically, which constituents would be focused-was predictable from the context or not. The effects of this manipulation were more subtle and less consistent than those of box number, but nonetheless consistent with our hypothesis of greater acoustic prominence on less predictable items. As Figure 4 shows, adjective peak F0 was more variable and more clearly affected by focus in the unpredictable condition relative to the predictable condition. This result is consistent with the notion that in the unpredictable condition, the speaker makes more use of F0 to signal which constituent is focused, while in the predictable condition the context suffices to signal the focused constituent. Figure 8 demonstrates a similar pattern for noun duration. Also observed in these data is an asymmetry between effects on the adjective and the noun. This effect is similar to that seen in the Christmas tree decoration task. Focus condition was not found to affect adjective vowel duration; this effect appears at first to contradict previous findings that focused material is lengthened relative to material not in focus (Brown & McGlone, 1974; Weismer & Ingrisano, 1979; Xu & Xu, 2005) . However, the finding is consistent with another analysis of this dataset , and could plausibly be attributed to effects of pitch accenting, which the above-cited studies did not control for. Since rising pitch accents tend to be used for material in focus, and words with rising pitch accents also tend to be longer than words with other or no pitch accents (Cambier-Langeveld & Turk, 1999; Turk & Sawusch, 1997) , it stands to reason that any observed effect of focus on duration may be plausibly attributed to pitch accenting. On the other hand, an effect of focus on duration was observed for the nouns; likewise, observed an effect of focus on duration independently of pitch accenting. 7 Therefore, the difference between the results of the adjective (where focus is not relevant for vowel duration) and the noun (where focus is relevant for vowel duration) must be attributed to positional or syntactic differences between the two sets of words. As mentioned in the discussion section, determining the specific locus of this effect requires careful cross-linguistic study, beyond the scope of the present paper.
General discussion
This paper has analyzed two corpora of speech data drawn from experiments designed to elicit prosodic contours in different contexts. These experiments, and their analyses, had several important similarities. Both experiments involved college-aged monolingual American English participants. Both tasks were interactive, with a naïve director and a confederate follower, where the director's speech was spontaneous and natural. The utterances analyzed were all imperatives involving noun phrases with 'the adjective noun' structure. The location of focus in these utterances was systematically varied as part of the experimental design, and both experiments involved some other manipulation(s) of predictability in addition to focus. The current analyses of these corpora used the same backwards stepwise linear mixed-effects regression method and controlled for similar factors.
There were also notable differences between these corpora. In terms of acoustic measures, in the Christmas tree decoration task, vowel duration was measured, as was F0 maximum on all words. In the tile-placing task, word duration was measured, and F0 maximum was only measured for words with a pitch accent. In addition, F0 minimum was measured for words with a rising pitch accent. In terms of method, the participants in the Christmas tree decoration task were given no instructions or direction about how to speak, and the speech can be considered truly spontaneous and natural. In the tile-placing task, participants were instructed to follow a set formula for all of their utterances. In the Christmas tree decoration task, only the confederate follower could see the full set of ornaments available; that information was masked from the director. In the tile-placing task, the full set of tiles was visually available to both interlocutors. This fact made the manipulation of box number as a measurement of utterance probability possible for the tile-placing task but impossible for the Christmas tree decoration task.
Similar patterns of results were obtained in both experiments. The realization of F0 was affected by the pitch accent of the word in question-rising pitch accents generally had the highest F0, followed by high pitch accents, followed by unaccented words. In both experiments, the pitch accents of both the noun and the adjective needed to be taken into consideration to accurately model F0 of either word, suggesting that, as with segmental phonemes, pitch accents should not be conceived of as invariant acoustic targets. It is well known that coarticulation is a common phenomenon in production (Öhman, 1966) , and the existence of tonal coarticulation has been known for over 20 years (Xu, 1994) . To a smaller extent, F0 was influenced by focus condition, such that material in focus tended to have higher F0 excursions than material not in focus.
In addition, effects of predictability were observed in both experiments, but only some types of predictability had an influence on F0. Subsequent mentions of words were subject to second mention reduction, but only in the temporal domain-F0 was not affected. The probability of utterance content, parameterized as box number in the tile-placing task, influenced F0 such that more probable utterances had lower F0 than less probable utterances. Similarly, the probability of utterance form-the 'higher-order' manipulation of predictable versus unpredictable context-interacted with focus condition to lead to more acoustic prominence on structurally unpredictable utterances, in both F0 and word duration. Notably, these findings hold regardless of pitch accent.
These effects are predicted under the hypothesis that F0 is influenced by contextual predictability. Specifically, within the theoretical framework of the SSRH, the prosodic prominence of a word is predicted to be inversely proportional to the predictability of that word in context. The results of the experiments discussed in this paper demonstrate that F0, a measure of prosodic prominence, is inversely correlated with the probability of utterance content, a measure of contextual predictability, a clear confirmation of the SSRH's prediction.
However, no effect was observed for some measures of predictability. The effects of second mention on temporal reduction and word intelligibility are well established (Baker & Bradlow, 2009; Bard & Anderson, 1994; Bard et al., 1989 Bard et al., , 2000 Fowler & Housum, 1987; Fowler et al., 1997) , and the results of this study were no exception-second and subsequent mentions of words tended to have shorter durations than the first mention. However, mention was not observed to influence F0. This lack of effect underscores the need for careful control and parameterization of 'predictability' within an experimental context, and for attentive comparison of results from different studies with different predictability manipulations. Taking into account the distinction between objective probability on the one hand and subjective predictability on the other may be a step in the right direction. This conclusion is also consistent with observations that language users are sensitive to some kinds of predictability, but not all. For example, Becker, Ketrez, and Nevins (2011) found that Turkish speakers generalize some of the language's statistical regularities to novel words; however, not all regular patterns generalize. Language users are also sensitive to the communicative context : Bosker, Quené, Sanders, and de Jong (2014) found that Dutch listeners were less likely to use disfluencies (such as uh) to predict upcoming material if they were listening to a non-native talker rather than a native talker. These two studies, among others, highlight the complex role of predictability in language use.
Conclusion
The main hypothesis of this paper has been upheld by the results of the analysis: contextual predictability has an effect on the spontaneous realization of F0 in American English. This result depends on how predictability is defined. When defined as discourse mention, predictability only affected duration, not F0. The finding of durational reduction is consistent with previous studies on second mention reduction (Fowler & Housum, 1987) ; the finding that F0 is unaffected is a novel one. Predictability, considered as semantic focus (Rooth, 1992) , was reflected in F0 and (to a lesser extent) word and vowel duration. This finding is of course not new, although the conception of predictability as a reliable correlate of semantic focus has received little attention in the literature (with the notable exceptions of Aylett & Turk, 2004; and Calhoun, 2010b; cf. Wagner & Klassen, 2015) . The predictable/unpredictable manipulation of the tile-placing experiment had inconsistent effects on F0 and duration, when considered in interaction with the focus condition of the utterance.
However, the trend of the effects was clearly toward phonetic enhancement of unpredictable items and phonetic reduction of predictable items . Finally, the clearest effect of predictability came from the 'box number' variable of the tile-placing experiment, which was a reflection of the individual utterance probability given the context. In this manipulation, an utterance was relatively improbable when there were several available objects to choose from, and the same utterance was relatively probable when there were very few available objects. An inverse correlation between utterance probability and F0 was observed, such that improbable utterances were produced with higher F0 values than probable utterances.
The types of predictability that did not yield effects of F0 are just as, if not more, revealing than the types of predictability which did yield results. The observed duration effects were generally robust and regular, in contrast with the somewhat more irregular F0 effects. A speculative functional explanation for this pattern relies on the fact that duration is not directly or primarily contrastive in English for signaling phonemic or semantic differences. A talker is therefore free to manipulate duration in order to signal predictability; put another way, duration can be modified and changed by cognitive processes under the influence of predictability without adversely interfering with the semantic content of the message. F0, on the other hand, is directly relevant to propositional content in English, in both intonational contrasts (such as the distinction between statements and yes-no questions, see Hadding-Koch & Studdert-Kennedy, 1964 ) and stressed versus unstressed syllables. Therefore, F0 cannot be as freely modified as duration without potentially interfering with semantic content.
Although all four of the predictability manipulations-focus condition, discourse mention, box number, and contextual predictability-have been presented here as potential reflections of a notion of 'predictability', it remains to be shown that they form a unified category. Indeed, the disparity of the results between each of these manipulations suggests that they each differ in their cognitive reality and subsequent effects on linguistic structure. These findings highlight the importance of carefully defining and testing any proposed metric of 'predictability' before assuming that it can be accounted for by the same mechanisms as phenomena involving other metrics (see also Watson, 2010) .
These results add to the empirical support for the theoretical claims of the SSRH (Aylett & Turk, 2004) . More generally, these results are broadly consistent with proposals similar to the SSRH, which suggest that phonetic material is modulated by predictability (e.g., Jaeger, 2010; Lindblom, 1990; Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2011) . F0 is one of the many phonetic variables under the influence of linguistic predictability.
